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Abstract—Up to now, still images or videos of real animals have
been used in functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)
protocols to evaluate brain activations associated to small
animals’ phobia. Our aim in the present work is to evaluate the
use of virtual environments in this context, which will have the
added benefit of allowing the subject to move and interact with
the environment, giving the subject the illusion of being there.
We have analyzed brain activation in a group of phobic people
while they navigated in a virtual environment that included the
small animals that are the object of their phobia. We have found
activation mainly in the left occipital inferior lobe, related with
enhanced visual attention to the phobic stimuli; and in the
superior frontal gyrus, related with the feeling of self-awareness.
In our opinion, these results demonstrate that virtual stimulus
can enhance brain activations coherent with previous studies
with still images, but in an environment closer to the real
situation they would face in their daily lives.
Keywords- Neuroimaging; clinical assessment; Virtual Reality;
small animals’ phobia

I.

INTRODUCTION

Phobias are one of the most spread and common disorders
of the modern life, affecting one person in 10 at some point of
their lives [1]. More specifically, small animals’ phobia is one
of the most disabling ones, due to the possibility of facing the
animal that is the focus of the phobia in daily life.
In order to evaluate the state and evolution of the phobia,
many studies have been conducted using brain imaging
techniques, such as functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET) or
Electroencephalography (EEG). Until now, most of those
studies have used photographs or videos of real animals as
stimulus to provoke the reaction of the subject. For example,
[2] used film excerpts of real spiders as stimulus and excerpts
of real butterflies as control. Reference [3] studied the effect of
a cognitive therapy using pictures of spiders, comparing them
with images that provoked fear, disgust and neutral ones.
Reference [4] also used pictures as stimulus in an fMRI study
over phobic and non-phobic subjects to evaluate the activation
of the amygdala. Reference [5] analyzed the anticipatory
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anxiety, which refers to the fear you feel when you are
expecting to find the animal object of your phobia. Regarding
other image techniques, [6] used EEG to investigate spider
phobia, using pictures as stimulus.
In the field of phobias, Virtual Reality (VR) has been
repeatedly used to treat the disorder, but up to our knowledge,
it has not been used for the assessment of the disturbance yet.
VR is a technology that comprises computer-generated
simulations of reality [7]. One of the main advantages of VR is
that it allows the patient to interact with the phobic object or
situation, as if they were real and he were there with the feared
animals.
The VR exposure therapy (VRET) has been widely used in
the treatment of specific phobias [8], such as acrophobia,
claustrophobia, spider phobia, fear of driving and fear of flying.
However, until now VR has not yet been used inside the fMRI
as a stimulus to assess the responses of phobic subjects in the
presence of the feared elements.
We propose that the use of VR as stimulus in fMRI
environments will entail the same advantages to the phobia
evaluation that it brought to the phobia treatment. In order to
validate this proposal, our target in the present work is to
examine if VR can be used for the assessment of the phobia,
provoking a more realistic and immersive situation than the
view of a still photograph. We have used virtual environments
where the subject can navigate freely. Our main hypothesis is
that the brain areas activated with these environments will be
coherent with results from previous studies based on pictures or
videos of real animals. This could be the base of a future
evaluation system (similar to the existing treatment protocols)
to assist the therapist in the assessment of the disorder.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Subjects
For this study, we recruited 11 right-handed phobic women,
aged between 20 and 35 (mean age 24.64). None of them had
any other medical or psychological disorders, apart from the
phobia. The diagnosis and assessment phase was carried out by

expert clinicians who were also the therapists for the
participants. Ethical approval was obtained from the authors’
institution, and each subject signed a written informed consent
prior to participation.
B. Environments
The virtual environments were programmed using
GameStudio software. We have divided the task into three
experimental conditions, all of them involving a room where
the subject can navigate freely. In the first of these conditions
(‘CLEAN’), the patient navigates through a common clean
bedroom. In the second condition (‘DIRTY’), the navigation is
performed through the same room, but this time dirty and
darker, giving the subject the feeling that the feared animal
could appear in any moment. In the last condition (‘PHOBIC’),
the subject navigates through the same dirty room, but this time
there appeared spiders and cockroaches. Each of the three
experimental conditions was repeated six times in a
counterbalanced order to prevent effects produced by the order
in which they were presented.
C. fMRI Procedures
All the subjects were scanned in a 1.5 Tesla Siemens
Avanto Magnetic Resonance scanning device. To display the
environments, we used MRI-compatible video goggles and for
the navigation an adapted joystick. First, sagittal T1-weighted
structural images were acquired (224 x 256 matrix covering the
brain with 176 contiguous 1 mm slices, repetition time of TR =
11 ms, echo time of TE = 4.94 ms, flip angle of FA = 15⁰,
voxel size = 1.04 x 1.04 mm). Then, the functional scanning
was launched, synchronized with the virtual environments.
Functional images were obtained using a T2* single-shot echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence. We used 30 contiguous 4.2 mm
interleaved axial slices (parallel to the AC-PC line, that
traverses the brain from the anterior to the posterior
commissure) covering the entire volume of the brain with a 64
x 64 matrix (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, FA = 90⁰, voxel size
= 3.5 x 3.5 mm).
D. Data Analysis
We have used the Statistical Parametric Mapping software
(SPM8) for the analysis of the fMRI data, launched with the
7.1 version of Matlab. After the preprocessing of the data, a
first fixed-effect level analysis was carried out. Then, we
performed group tests at a second level random effect analysis.
We tested for task related activation by performing a onesample t-test including contrast images of estimated parameters
for the differences of interest between conditions. We obtained
three contrasts: the results that show the brain activations for
the phobic stimulus are contained in the “phobic>clean”
contrast, the “phobic>dirty” contrast shows phobic activations
avoiding the anxiety feeling caused by the dirtiness of the
room, and the “dirty>clean” contrast contains the anxiety
related activations. All contrasts at group level were considered
if more than 10 adjacent voxels passed the statistical threshold
of p < 0.005 (uncorrected). These results were corrected at
p<0.05 using AlphaSim correction (combined height threshold
p<0.005 and a minimum cluster size= 25) [9].

III.

RESULTS

We selected the contrast “phobic > clean” and looked for
the main activated brain regions. We found activations in the
left occipital inferior lobe and middle occipital gyrus bilaterally
among others (see superior part of Table 1 and Fig. 1). Other
brain regions which displayed significant activations during the
task were the cuneus bilaterally, the superior frontal gyrus and
the precuneus. In the middle and lower parts of Table 1, we can
observe the rest of the results obtained for the “phobic > dirty”
(inferior occipital lobe bilaterally, and the left superior and
middle frontal lobe) and “dirty > clean” (left superior occipital
lobe, and right middle frontal gyrus, middle occipital gyrus and
cingulate) contrasts. Apart from the anatomical area and
hemisphere, in the table the values for the location and T score
of the maximum for each area, the size of the cluster activated
in each area and the p value used as threshold are shown.
IV.

DISCUSSION

The main goal of our study was to analyze the brain areas
activated due to phobic stimulus during navigation through a
virtual environment in three different experimental conditions
(CLEAN, DIRTY and PHOBIC). One of the main results for
the purposes of the study are those obtained when comparing
brain activations between phobic and clean conditions
(“phobic>clean”), which are those that reflect the fear and
anxiety felt by the subjects due to the phobic stimulus when
compared with a emotionally neutral situation. Both the phobic
and dirty situations may generate anxiety in the participant.
However, in the dirty condition the anxiety is generated by the
fact of being in a threatening room (because of the dirtiness of
the room, the participant may feel that is a dangerous place to
be in) and in the phobic condition there are phobic stimuli,
spiders and cockroaches, that will generate a phobic specific
activation in the brain. In the “phobic>clean” comparison the
activations may be caused by both factors. The activations
obtained in the “phobic>dirty” contrast would be directly
related to the phobia itself, and not to the anxiety feeling.

a)
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Figure 1. Brain activations for the (a)“phobic>clean”, (b) “phobic> dirty”
and (c) “dirty>clean” contrasts.

TABLE I.

BRAIN AREA ACTIVATION RESULTS
Brain Area Activation Results

Contrast

“Phobic>Clean”
Contrast

“Phobic
>
Dirty” contrast

“Dirty > Clean”
contrast

Hemisphere

(x, y, z)

T score

Cluster
Size

p

Occipital Inferior Lobe

L

(-22,-98,-12)

4,19

36

p<0.05 corrected

Middle Occipital Gyrus (BA19)

L

(-54, -77, -4)

5,21

29

p<0.05 corrected

Middle Occipital Gyrus

R

(31, -77, 0)

4,76

175

p<0.05 corrected

Cuneus

R

(20, -91, 9)

4,01

36

p<0.05 corrected

BA18

R

(26, -96, 6)

-11,64

28

p<0.05 corrected

Cuneus

L

(-8, -95, 30)

5,82

55

p<0.05 corrected

Superior Frontal Gyrus

R

(20, 49, 42)

4,52

13

p<0.005 uncorrected

Precuneus

L

(-1, -46, 68)

4,59

31

p<0.05 corrected

Inferior Occipital Lobe

L

(-26, -98, -12)

5,52

54

p<0.05 corrected

Inferior Occipital Lobe

R

(48, -84, -8)

4,43

22

p<0.005 uncorrected

Superior Frontal Lobe

L

(-22, 56, 34)

4,51

18

p<0.005 uncorrected

Middle Frontal Lobe

L

(-26, 14, 63)

5,25

18

p<0.005 uncorrected

Superior Occipital Lobe

L

(-15, -91, 30)

5,69

201

p<0.05 corrected

Middle Frontal Gyrus

R

(24, 53, -8)

5,23

39

p<0.05 corrected

Middle Occipital Gyrus

R

(27, -84, 13)

6,81

184

p<0.05 corrected

Cingulate Gyrus

R

(17, -35, 30)

7,40

14

p<0.005 uncorrected

Anatomical Region

One of the most important activated areas in the
“phobic>clean” contrast is the occipital lobe, more specifically,
activated in its left inferior area and in the middle lobe
bilaterally. The occipital lobe mainly controls the visual areas,
which are necessary for the performance of a navigation task.
In a similar study, it was found a similar activation in this area
when subtracting spiders’ minus butterflies’ contrasts [2]. They
concluded that this activation was related with enhanced visual
attention to the phobic stimuli, and support vigilance functions
in anxiety [10].
More recently, there have been several fMRI [3, 5] and
PET [6] studies among phobic and non-phobic subjects that
have also found activation in the visual cortex. In fact, [5]
justified it as likely to be caused by the attention subjects put
on the visual input that reflect an “increase in the processing of
the cue but also the expectation of behaviorally relevant
sensory input”.
The other important activation is found in the superior
frontal gyrus, related to the feeling of self-awareness [11],
which is increased when the phobic subject watches the animal
that provokes his fear. During a resting situation, the subject
relaxes and is less conscious of himself. But when the phobic
person finds himself in a fearful situation, his alert state
increases, trying to inhibit his reaction in front of the phobic
stimulus [2]. The natural reply to this stimulus is to avoid the
fear response it provokes over him, and to do so he controls his
mind and body, increasing the consciousness he has of himself.
Reference [2] discussed the relation of the frontal activations
with the voluntary self-regulation of emotion. They pointed out

that the phobic subjects activated their prefrontal areas when
attempting to control their fear before the film excerpts of
spiders. Another explanation is given by [11], who analyzed
the subjective awareness feeling and its relation with the frontal
areas of the brain. They remarked how when watching an
absorbing movie or being involved in a highly demanding
sensory task (as is in our case the virtual navigation through an
immersive environment) the strong subjective feeling is of
“losing the self”, or, as they explained, of disengaging from
self-related reflective processes. Accepting this state, the
increase in the self-awareness feeling during the visualization
of phobic stimulus in a highly demanding navigation task is
clearly related to the higher feeling of yourself when “fighting”
the fear. In words of [6], increased activation in the superior
frontal cortex might reflect patients’ urge to flee during the
confrontation with the feared object; and this link between the
sensorimotor system and the affective/cognitive function is in
line with the theory about embodied cognition [12]. In
conclusion, we can consider this activation essentially related
to the phobia.
We also found activity in the cuneus and the precuneus.
The cuneus is related to visual processing, which is directly
associated with the sense of presence that the subject feels
while navigating through a virtual environment [13]. On the
other side, the precuneus is related to self-consciousness, such
as reflective self-awareness, that involves rating your own
personality traits [14].
Although one of the areas most commonly related to
phobias is the amygdala, it is not activated in our results.

Several previous studies have been conducted to find the
pattern of activation of this area [2, 4], concluding that it
suffers habituation over time [4]. Reference [5] discussed that
the amygdala activation may occur during brief presentations
of the phobogenic stimuli and in the induction of rapid
behavioral responses more than in the sustained and explicit
processing of the threatening stimuli. In our case, the use of
periods of navigation (block design) instead of pictures may be
the cause of not detecting activation in this area.
Regarding the results for the “phobic>dirty” comparison,
we found that the inferior occipital lobe played a major role in
the fear response to the phobic stimulus, bilaterally. This is in
concordance with the results obtained for the “phobic>clean”
contrast, where we pointed out the relation of this area with the
phobic response. As we have already said, the occipital lobe is
related to enhance visual attention to the phobic stimuli [10].
The other important activation is located in the superior and
middle frontal lobe, result also contained in our previous
contrast, due to its relation with the feeling of self-awareness
and the action of the sensory system [11]. As we can see, the
main results that we pointed out related to the phobia are still
activated when we restrict the conditions of the contrast to
avoid the anxiety results.
Regarding the “dirty>clean” contrast, the self-awareness is
still high, due to the greater fear of finding a spider or
cockroach when navigating through a dark and dirty
environment than when navigating through a clean one, which
results in the activation of the middle frontal gyrus. The
activation of the occipital lobe is maintained here due to the
higher visual processing when expecting the appearance of a
feared animal. The last activation was located in the cingulate
gyrus, which [2] pointed out to be mainly associated with the
cognitive/internal generation of emotional state by evoking
visual imagery or memories. As aforementioned, the
activations in this contrast are due to the evocation of fear, not
to the exposition to it; so the meaning of the activation in the
cingulate gyrus is clear as a generator of emotional evocations.
In conclusion, we have obtained with VR similar results in
terms of fMRI brain activations to those obtained using real
stimuli. In fact, the main activations we found in the occipital
and frontal areas are coherent with those found in previous
studies conducted with spider phobic subjects using pictures or
videos of real animals as stimuli. Moreover, the activation in
the cuneus could be related to the sense of presence elicited in
the subjects because of the navigation through the virtual
environment. This finding opens the door to deeper
investigations over the phobias, due to the fact that VR allows
recreation of normal life scenes in a more realistic and
interactive way, that are impossible to achieve with other
techniques. This kind of situations could allow, for example,
the study over subjects with a mild phobia, whose fear cannot
be excited only by the use of photographs.
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